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Frankie KM4CBQ
By Don WS4NC
Monday night, June 9,
2014. It was around 6:15
PM. The NW Red Cross
building
in WinstonSalem. A yellow-shirted
explosion of youth and
enthusiasm
bursts
through
the door. “Hi!
I’m Frankie, I’m here to
take my ham license!” All
smiles and excitement
and
energy. “Well
hi! How
old
are
you?” “I’m
six AND A
HALF!” At that age the
“half” is a very important
percentage. Proud
parents including dad KM4BON are in tow. At the right
Frankie waits for his test papers, obviously test-takingjitters is not a problem here.

soon learn what it means it means to be on the receiving
end of a pile-up.
Call sign KM4CBQ (Can Be Quick?) was issued the next
day in time for Frankie to check into the Vagabond Rag
Chew Net on 145.47 at 2:30PM on Tuesday. Frankie
gets his temporary check in number (909). This summer
Frankie will be taking a trip with his family to
the Philippines. Frankie handled himself with great
composure and maturity (but barely contained
excitement) in his first club meeting. There is a lot of
excitement in this young man’s future and FARC is
proud to be a part of it.

Cedric
Award

Rodney

Scholarship

Eventually the VE team all streams in. Papers are filled
out. Tests are taken. “My word!” Passed on his first try
(with a great score!)”.
The FARC meeting starts at 7:30 and new technician
Frankie is introduced to the very encouraging club
members
with
“This
young man has singlehandedly just reduced
the average age of this
club by five years!” At
the left Frankie proudly
tells me this is his new
handheld.
As
preparations
are
discussed for Field Day
Frankie volunteers “I
want to be an operator!”
Oh absolutely! There is
no question that mic
shyness will not be in
this
young
ham’s
future. This
young
enthusiastic voice will
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Above FARC President Jerry Minor presents the winners
of the Cedric Rodney WB4ZWS-SK scholarship. From
the applicants for the Cedric Rodney WB4ZWS-SK
Memorial Scholarship both recipients are brothers, Dylan
O’Leary KK4GJD and Jack O’Leary KK4DOL. Both are
nephews of Dan O’Leary KG4ECI and both have had
their ham licenses for a while now. Dylan is 16 and Jack
is 12. The boys are thrilled to receive the gear. Among
the goodies were two complete HF stations, a Yeasu FT847 and a Kenwood TS-120. Also included were some
2-meter gear.

July Meeting Program and Auction
The July program will be Arduinos, balloon launching
and a reflow toaster. There will be an AUCTION – see
page 9.
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FIELD DAY JUNE 28, 29
LOCATION: HOBBY PARK
Hello. We are about three weeks from our annual ARRL
Field Day exercise.
Field Day is part educational event, part operating event, part
public relations event. And we do have fun!
Objective: To work as many stations as possible on any and
all amateur bands (excluding the 60, 30, 17, and 12-meter
bands) and to learn to operate in abnormal situations in less
than optimal conditions. Field Day is open to all amateurs in
the areas covered by the ARRL/RAC Field Organizations and
countries within IARU Region 2. DX stations residing in other
regions may be contacted for credit, but are not eligible to
submit entries.
Last year we had two Field Day events on the same weekend,
and it went great! Next month we are combining our efforts
into one great event.
To have the greatest impact, YOU are needed to take part. If
you have never taken part in a field day experience, it can be
unforgettable and enjoyable. Not only did I enjoy making lots
of contacts, but talking with visitors and letting them take part
was a real pleasure. Last year, I had two visitors at one time
and handed them the microphone and taught them how to
make a contact, and they did!
The following stations have agreed to take part: KJ4OIL,
K4ICK, KG4JWU, N4HER, W4UX, WB4QIZ, KC4X,
KK4MOV, KJ4JYZ, WA4VMC, WB4MSG, N4WWS,
WS4NC, W2DZO, NC4AG, NC4RG, K1PPE, KG4ECI, and
N4VE. AK4D, maybe. Forgive any errors in call letters,
some are not that legible. Most are helping Sat/Sun or both.
Dinner will be served at 6PM. The menu is chicken,
greens beans, rice, slaw, salad, bread. Tea and some soft
drinks will be provided but you may want to bring
additional drinks. Bring your Significant Other and, if you
like, a dessert.
If you were not at the last meeting and you would like to take
part, please email me as soon as possible.

The next step is to download the python installer from
here https://www.python.org/download/releases/2.7.7/ Make
sure you don't get a later version than 2.7 because it won't
work.
You can run the python installer and then you'll be set to just
double click the FDLog.py program and you'll be set to
configure it.
If you need help I'll be at Hobby Park all
day Saturday and Sunday and I can walk you through the
configuration and getting connected to our network we will
have setup there.
Bob Gusek
NC4RG

The Haj of the Infidel
By Wilson, W4BOH
Do you have a bucket list? They seem to be all the rage,
but since they smack of organization they are not
something in which I’m interested. I do have a few
things I’d like to do in my few remaining years. I’ve
been to Oshkosh a few times, so that’s done and I’m way
too old (and poor) to fly fighters, so that’s off too. I’m
capable of going to hamfests, however, as proven by
many BOHmobile trips. So, after hearing about so many
Dayton trips from local friends, I decided to give it a go.
Starting late (Remember what I said about organization.)
I found that rooms were fairly expensive and either far
from the fest or in by-the-hour looking places. All
would necessitate renting a car and/or taking shuttle
rides each morning and afternoon. Then I remembered I
had heard of a charter bus run for hams to go to Dayton.
Googling “ham bus Dayton” instantly got me the ad for
last year’s trip and an email to the contact, Bill Lundy,
who informed me there was indeed a bus this year and
that there were just two seats left. After a few
milliseconds of vacillation, I decided to throw in with
the bus crowd and give it a try.
This was Bill’s 37th year at Dayton, but I don’t know
how many were bus trips. Among other things, Bill used

LOOKING FORWARD TO THE BEST FIELD DAY EVER!
73, Doc, WB4QIZ, dholliday@triad.rr.com

FDLog
By Bob, NC4RG
FDLog program setup for field day: Here is the quick and
dirty version on how to install FDLog on your laptop in
preparation for Field Day.
Go to this web page and at the very bottom there is a file to
download with a date of May 27th. http://www.fdlog.info/files
Extract this to your documents folder or your desktop.
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to be a driver for the small company that owns two
buses, so he gets a good rate on the bus and knows how
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to use it. The more I thought about not driving, not
dealing with the room search, not having to get a ride to
the fest or home, etc., the better it sounded! I boarded in
Burlington, the easternmost pickup, and off we went,
with a hired driver because Bill is 82 and can’t get
commercial insurance. We made brief stops to pick up
people (more hams) in Greensboro, Kernersville,
Winston, Mayberry, and Wythville, Va. Every single
passenger was on time and it only took a minute to put
their bags in the cavernous belly of the beast and get
going again. We made rest stops at reasonable intervals,
had lunch at a Bob Evans (don’t bother), and rolled to a
stop at our Univ. of Dayton dorm right about 1700.
That’s about an hour longer than the drive in a car, but
having no responsibility for navigation, buying fuel, or
checking the oil made the time very enjoyable. One
could chat with the 34 new friends on the bus, read, or
nap. The big bus was quiet and smooth riding.
Did I mention a dorm? Yes. UD is a smallish Catholic
school smack in the city of Dayton. It’s a 15 minute ride
from the fest, but the bus dropped us at the gate every
morning! On the way we had breakfast, one day at the
UD cafeteria and one day at Golden Corral (not a bad
breakfast at all). Then the bus sat in the lot near the gate
and we could use it to rest our legs or have a quiet lunch.
Those who wished could buy subs at the UD cafeteria
and leave them on the bus or carry them around (not a
good idea). At the end of the day, we boarded the beast
again for dinner at a local pizza/Italian place or Golden
Corral. The pizza place is a local institution and does an
enormous business. It’s not a chain and the food has
character (good).
Then it was back to the dorm for bull sessions or
reading. After a day at the fest, there was not a lot of BS
energy available, however, and with no TV we tended to
go to bed early to be ready for the 0700 boarding the
next day. The dorm was spotless, the bed OK, and cost
almost nothing. What’s not to like?
So what about the Hamfest, or Hamvention as they call
it? As Oshkosh has more planes than one can take in,
Hamvention has more “stuff” than one can take in.
The flea market was much bigger (several times) than
anything close, maybe four-five times Shelby. There
was a lot of stuff, much of it good and some that should
have been left at home. I clearly missed the glory days,
because there were very few classic components like
coils, caps, transformers or chokes. There was almost no
HB gear, just a couple of amps. There were boatanchors
and some more modern rigs, mostly at fairly fanciful
prices but bargaining was possible in many cases. There
were all sorts of nice tools and more old two way stuff
than anyone could use. Tadd found some usable rigs. It
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could be seen in a day, but not thoroughly. Best way
was to buy what you were sure you wanted, with some
haggling if necessary, unless it was something
expensive, and make note of what else you wanted.
Then work on the else items and the haggling for the
expensive items on day two. Some people realized that
some markets are very thin and would be reasonable and
some would not. It’s a sad fact that lots of the stuff there
is obsolete beyond reason and that very few are left who
know how to use it, even if they wanted to! There were
a few nice boatanchors, some at reasonable prices and
some not. I’m old, have more than I can work on, and
am getting more lazy every day, so all I bought was a
couple of coils, a couple of meters, and a couple of
relays, and one small transformer (30 cents, it had a
broken wire.), maybe fifteen pounds in all.
Inside was a new ham’s Mecca (You do remember it
was a Haj, don’t you?). Almost everything you see in
QST, and more, was there, as well as some small
company stuff and even some non-ham stuff. I have
almost no interest in most of the commercial stuff. One
decent solid state rig is all I need, so they are not much
fun to look at. The SDR stuff, including displays from
transceivers, is “pretty”, but I’m guessing almost no one
really understands it and even fewer have any real use
for it, so it’s a big ho hum for me. The big distributors
like HRO were doing a land office business. If you
know prices and buy right, cheating the government of
sales tax and getting free shipping, it may be
worthwhile. I glanced at the new midrange Yaesu, with
the screen like a 746, but was not enthralled. Besides,
the screen will eventually go bad, probably when they
are no longer available, and make the rig another
unrepairable relic. There was all manner of hardware
from DX Engineering and the like. They are quite a
good company, unless you happen to need a schematic
of something you bought. “Sorry, we don’t hand those
out.” has been heard from them a few times! The
Hexbeam people, MFJ (and all its brands), Elecraft, and
a host of others were there in mind numbing profusion.
Our own Howie sold all his KX-3 heatsinks and took
orders for many more! Who would have thought a
$1000+ QRP rig would need an add on heatsink to be
usable for some of the modes it can work? There’s some
engineering for you! So I ran the whole inside, some of
it with Mac (WQ8U), who joined up on day two,
Saturday. It was fun, especially getting the cold beer. It
cured me of wanting to buy anything new for quite a
while!
The ride home was pretty much a replay of the ride up,
except for stopping at Tamarack Lodge, in WV. It has
decent food and many displays of craft work by West
Virginians. I’m told it was the pioneer setup of such
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stuff, now seen in many states. I bought a pair of
earrings. No not for me, for Dee Anne! And we were
back to Burlington around 1700. A guy from Raleigh
gave me a ride home.
Would you believe Bill has been 37 times? Many of the
guys on the bus had been 10+ times, mostly with Bill.
He’s been saying for several years he wasn’t going to
organize another trip, which he did perfectly, but has
kept it up. The bus company is for sale, so the next trip
will cost a little more, but it might happen. He passed
around a sheet and almost everyone on the bus signed up
for next year, if it does! The bus and room cost $175.
Dirt cheap considering what one received. Meals were
all modest, so the whole thing was very reasonable.
Was it fun? You bet; it was great! Would I go back?
Probably, but not for a couple of years and for sure not
next year.
It’s better than Shelby, but not
overwhelmingly better and the time investment (I don’t
have much left, you know.) is considerable. I’d rather
use the travel days fixing something or making one of
my improbable creations generate some RF. I could
even do some of the things Dee Anne wants done. I
might even use some time to get my tower up, only a
year, or ten, late! Isn’t it amazing how much shorter
years are as we age!
73, Wilson
W4BOH
PS: One of our guys won the grand prize, a $9000
radio! I got a free peppermint from a vendor.

FCC Exams
By Dale Mierisch, WB9SZL
VEC Session Manager
Allow me to offer all of you hearty congratulations on your
New Amateur licenses and Amateur License Upgrades.
Congratulations to John KM4AFY on his upgrade to General,
and, special congratulations to 6 year old, Francis KM4CBQ
on his new Technician's license.
JOHN S HANLEY, JR KM4AFY
FRANCIS A LANSING KM4CBQ
JAMES K WILKINS K4KWC
ALFRED L WILLIAMS, JR KM4BOK
EDWARD L LEGGETTE KM4BOL
JEFF LANSING KM4BON
I look forward to chatting with you on the air.
information on Page 7.

Love it! Thanks again, Ken

Name Badges
by Don, WS4NC
The following were on the list from the FARC meeting:
K4ICK, KM4BON, KJ4OIL, N4ZDR, KM4AFZ, N4DSM,
NC4RG, NC4AG, N4WWS, H0UND, KC4WSK, K3TWG.
They are in progress and should be available by Field Day. If
I miss you it’s not intentional – just let me know.

Arduino – group order.
by Don, WS4NC
The Arduino parts are trickling in. Actually all are here
except for the DDS generators. Good that I ordered a few
extras of some things – some items were missing, there were
some things that we didn’t order (or know what they are for
that matter, but it is working out.)
If you didn’t get in on the original order you can still
participate in the class. If so, you are just responsible for
securing your own Arduino goodies and if your doo-hickie
doesn’t work like all the others you have to deal with that.
But we’ll help.
Kudos goes to Bob NC4RG for putting the presentation
together. Dates are not yet determined, we have been
expecting some dates in July. We may schedule both Saturday
and weekday nights so all can participate. There are 13 people
who ordered parts.

Business Meetings – 3rd Monday
We have now had one business meeting at Oscar’s Grill and it
is unanimous – we have found a new business-meeting home!
We overflowed the smaller room – but we are told the bigger
room is now ours on third Mondays. The food is very good,
prices are reasonable and we have quiet! All are welcome –
we don’t do minor business at the big meeting, a) we couldn’t
get it all done, therefore b) there would be no time for a
program, and c) some of us are so hard-core that one day a
month isn’t enough. All are welcome, and encouraged, to
attend business meetings.

Minutes of the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club
Meeting—9 June 2014
By Terry Brown (AK4D)—Secretary, Forsyth Amateur
Radio Club
Exam

From K4KWC: Thanks Dale, I've really enjoyed the
upgrade to general. Over the weekend I was able to contact
numerous centennial stations & museum ships as well as Cape
Hatteras, Europe, Brazil, all on 20 & 40 meter hamsticks
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running 90 watts mobile.
K4KWC

1. Call to Order and Welcome: Meeting was called to order
by President Jerry Minor, K4GW, at 1935 hours with
approximately 35 members attending.
Attendees were
welcomed and introduced themselves. Jerry stated that the
meeting would primarily be a review, reports and
recommendations of the recent hamfest and then a discussion
on the upcoming Field Day operations.
2. Announcements/Club Business:
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a. Cedric Rodney Scholarship Award: The
scholarship award went to Dylan O’Leary (KJ4GJD)and
Jackson O’Leary (KK4DOL).
b. Financial Report: FARC Treasurer Henry
Heidtmann was not present at the meeting, but Jerry Minor
reported the club balance from the May meeting was
$1715.75. This amount did not include recent club renewals
of $384. Also not included in the balance was revenue from
the hamfest of about $700. The club had $824 in revenue
including table rent of $20, $19 in donations. Expenses were
$49.20 for coffee and food and $75 for room rent. The
Vagabonds also donated $200, again not included in the
reported club balance.
c. Equipment Adjustment on Insurance Policy: at
the last business meeting, the board voted to remove the Yaesu
FT-920 from the club insurance policy but replace it with the
recently purchased K3.
d. Name Badges: Don Edwards asked club
members to put their name and callsign on a tablet being
circulated through the room if they had not gotten a new name
badge.
e. Upcoming Program Topics
1. July: The July meeting would be a
presentation by a college student on a weather
ballon that has a arduino board using surface
mount techniques. The balloon transmits data,
audio and video to a ground station.
2. August: Jerryl Sears will do a FARC club
history
3.
September:
Don Edwards, WS4NC,
announced there were two options for the
September program, circuit boards and how to
make them OR surface mount electronics. Vote
preference was for circuit boards.
4. October: John Dazo will give a presentation
on towers. October will also have some club
election activity.
5. November: Homebrew
6. December: FARC Holiday dinner meeting
which includes families. The dinner meeting
will be at River Ridge Taphouse Restaurant
(formerly Big Shotz) in Clemmons. This year,
the dinner meeting will be the first Monday in
December due to a scheduling conflict with the
restaurant.
f. Hamfest Report: David Shoaf, KC4X, reported
that the hamfest was a success and thanked everyone for
helping.
g. Field Day Planning: Doc Holliday, WB4QIZ, is
in charge of getting operators and equipment organized for
Field Day, 28-29 June. He announced that the Stokes County
radio club will be joining FARC for Field Day. Field Day will
be at Hobby Park just off of West Clemmonsville Road. The
FARC Field Day is just one of 1,146 registered Field Day
locations across the US. Doc stated he had 17 volunteers
already registered, either being operators and/or also providing
computer and radio/antenna equipment. He asked for more to
sign up and a list of names and equipment was being
generated. He stressed that teamwork was needed, one
operator assisted by a log operator. Also needed was the
ability to network the computers for log cross-checking using
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the same software. Don Edwards, WS4NC, announced a
picnic supper for Saturday at 6 pm, family invited to attend.
Don also stressed that Field Day is an emergency preparedness
exercise with a contest atmosphere. The GOTA station was
also discussed. David Shoaf announced that he had a list of
equipment needed from last year’s Field Day, including power
cords, head phones, ropes, antennas, radios, etc.
h. Arduino Project: Don Edwards announced that a
date has not been picked for the class. The first shipment of
arduino equipment from China has come in, but other
equipment will be coming in. If anyone is interested in doing
the arduino project that did not originally sign up, there are
possibilities of still participating in the class. Bob Gusek,
NC4RG, stated that he would set up material that someone
could take and do the arduino project on their own, including
pictures and step by step instructions.
i. ARES Report: Jim Mann, WA4NOT,gave the
ARES report.
1. Temporary change in the training
schedule on the Thursday night ARES net: This
Thursday, WF4DD would do the training instead of
the third Thursday.
2. ARES Public Service Work: Jim
reported that the ARRL is currently emphasizing a
public service identity instead of an emergency
identity for ARES since 80% of ARES work is public
service. 19% is disaster service and roughly one
percent is true emergency service.
3. Tour to Tanglewood: The Tour to
Tanglewood is scheduled for 27-28 September with
an estimated 1600 riders. The Saturday route is
eastern and the Sunday route is on the western side.
Amateur radio operators needed for this event are 18
hams each day to occupy either static or mobile
operation. Plans are to use the 145.47 repeater.
j. VEC Testing: Dale Mierisch, WB9SZL, had two
sessions in tonight’s testing, three people in the first session
and one in the second. He thanked the VE’s for helping out.
Successful candidates along with callsign and license grade
are listed below.
John Hanley, Jr--KM4AFY—General
Francis (Frankie) Lansing--KM4CBQ-Technician
Dale reported that Frankie is six years old and is most likely
the youngest person to do testing at the FARC test sessions.
Dale also reported on the results of the test session at the
Hamfest and thanked VE’s for helping out there also. There
were three test takers and two were successful. Successful
candidates along with callsign and license grade for the
hamfest test session are listed below.
Thomas Brown, Jr--KM4CBG—Technician
Harlan Hawks--KM4BFV-upgrade to General after getting the
Technician three weeks ago.
k. Repeater Status: Dale Mierisch, WB9SZL, gave
a tutorial on repeaters, the location of the three FARC
repeaters and on echolink. Repeater maintenance will be done
this summer, hopefully in one trip, working on phasing
harness and fixing what is broken.
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l. Stokes County Radio Club: Dennis McClure,
N4DSM reported on work that he and Troy Brown, KK4RYZ,
had done recently, growing the ham radio community by
starting training classes and getting new hams on the air and
creating a new club in the Stokes County area. Dennis talked
about the AMRRON net and the American ReDoubt website,
both focusing on living off the grid, the survivalist movement,
disaster preparedness and setting up communications so that
information can be passed down if normal phone and cell
phone lines go silent. He announced that the Stokes club has
had two nets. The next net will be on 19 June at 1930 hours
for about an hour, repeater to be announced via Facebook.
The 444.75 is the primary planned repeater to be used but is
currently down, so the 147.045 repeater most likely will be
used. Their next club meeting will be 25 June at the King
Library. Jerry Minor talked about ready.gov, a similar
website, on disaster preparedness.
m. Mike Atkins: Mike Atkins, N4VE, asked people
to call him if anything special was needed at Field Day. He
could not help on the Friday preparedness, but planned to be
there Saturday and Sunday.
3. Adjournment: Jerry Minor adjourned the meeting at 2040
hours.
4. Attendance Sheet: Meeting attendance sheet is below. Not
all signed.

December Meeting
Just to warn you early – we are holding the December meeting
at the same location (River Ridge Tap House in Clemmons on
421) as last year but it will be on the FIRST Monday; second
and third Mondays were already reserved. The main club
meeting is still the second Monday of the month (except
December) at the Red Cross building on Coliseum Drive.

Calls Heard
Those who signed the register at the April FARC meeting:
Dave Ramsey
Don Edwards
Raymond Taber
Geoff Rudy
Alan Simmons
Harlan Hawkes
Gary Miller
Dave Lambe
Bruce Sanspree
Doug Rice
Jeff Lansing
Frankie Lansing
David Dombrosky
Michelle McClure
Dennis McClure
Jack Hanley
Troy Brown
Phill Nunn
Van Key
Jim Atkins
Dan O’Leary

KJ4OIL
WS4NC
WX5AAA
KK4MOV
KF4JHY
KKM4BFV
WA4VMC
K4ICK
N4ZDR
KJ4IGQ
KM4BON
KM4CBQ
KK4ZUA
KM4AFZ
N4DSM
KM4AFY
KK4RYZ
KD4JZZ
KC4WSK
W4UX
KG4ECI
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Steven Mierisch
Terry Brown
Bob Gusek
Andrew Gusek
Steve Patterson
Bill Starkey
David McDonald
Jerry Minor

KG4JWU
AK4D
NC4AG
NC4AG
WA3RTC
N4WWS
N5WNB
K4GW

There were a number of people who didn’t sign the register. If you don’t see
your call above, that’s why. In the early years, back when spark ruled the air,
just being heard by anyone was an accomplishment. Early QSTs ran a column
where one could report “Calls Heard” even if the station wasn’t worked.
Technology eventually made the column obsolete, but I liked the concept so I
stole the title. And, yes, I realize that this should be properly called “Calls
Seen”. de DE, WS4NC

FCC Exams
Exams are offered before the FARC meetings and this year at
the Hamfest on June 7. Pre-registration is strongly suggested
at info <at> w4nc <dot> com. We try to accommodate walkins if we can. Bring your original license, two forms of ID,
$12.00, and you need to provide a copy of your license and
successful completion forms (CSCE’s - if any). Please try to
have those copies with you upon arrival. Exams at the June
Hamfest start promptly at 9:30 in the little room off the
cafeteria hallway. Exams at the general club meeting on
second Mondays start at 6:15 PM in room 109 at the Red
Cross building.

FARC LoTW
Hi Y'all, I got notice that the certificate for LoTW for W4NC
would expire on 6/16/14, so I renewed it. I have not done any
uploads for W4NC for a while. If you need me to, I still
can. I also have the user name and password for anyone who
wants to look at it.
Hope all is well.
73, Bob Gates KJ4IC

Robert Eugene Fowler I, K4KEUSK
Clemmons-Robert
Eugene
Fowler, 76, of Clemmons
passed away on June 9, 2014.
He was born in 1938 to the
late Walter Scott and Nina
Hayden Fowler. He loved his
family and friends. He
believed that happiness is a
choice, and he made that
choice every day. He was a
US veteran of the Air Force.
Mr. Fowler was retired from
Lucent Technology, formerly
known as Western Electric.
He was a music director for Unity & Lewisville Baptist
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Churches. He was active in the local HAM Radio Community.
He is survived by his children, Karen Castilon (Keith) of
Leesburg, VA, and Robert Fowler II (Carol) of Alpharetta,
GA; brother, Scott Fowler (Bonnie) of Lakeland, FL;
grandchildren, Josh, John, and Joey Castilon and Bobby
Fowler; his first wife, and mother of his children, Linda Kay
Fowler; and other extended family. A funeral service will be
held Saturday, June 14, 2014, 2:00 pm, at Calvary Baptist
Church with the Reverend Steve Hardy officiating. The family
will receive friends on Friday, June 13, 2014, 6:00-8:00 pm, at
Vogler and Sons Clemmons Chapel.
In lieu of flowers, donations may be made to Calvary Baptist
Church Mission Fund 5000 Country Club Road, WinstonSalem, NC 27104 or the American Diabetes Association , PO
Box 11454, Alexandria, VA 22312.
From Vagabond web site:
We are deeply saddened to report the loss of Bob Fowler,
K4KEU, who passed away on Monday, June 9, 2014.
Bob fell ill unexpectedly in late March 2014 in his Clemmons
apartment, just prior to a planned trip to a family reunion in
Florida. When his family could not reach him, they contacted
the local sheriff's department, which sent officers to check on
him and found him unconscious. He was taken to Baptist
Hospital in Winston-Salem, where he remained in critical
condition for much of April. His condition improved and he
was moved to the old Davie County Hospital in Mocksville
for rehab treatment.
By early June, he was back at Baptist Hospital. It had been
expected that he would be moved from there to a long-term
rehab facility in Virginia, near his daughter, but then his
condition
worsened
and
we
lost
him.
Bob was a regular at our Wednesday breakfasts and also
pitched in by serving as a net controller whenever we needed a
back-up. We have already missed him greatly during his
hospitalization. We shall miss him even more now.
Direct link to obituary and info on Vogler & Sons website:
http://obits.dignitymemorial.com/dignitymemorial/obituary.aspx?n=RobertFowler&lc=4716&pid=171300381&mid=6005066

Remembrances of Bob K4KEU
By Don WS4NC
To the left is an
undated picture of
Bob in a much earlier
time. I did not know
that Bob was one the
original six hams that
was present at the
founding
of
the
Vagabond net in
1991. He was first licensed as a novice in 1953, he upgraded
became W5DBW until he moved to North Carolina when he
became K4KEU. It was always a pleasure to see him at
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FARC meetings, always with a smile on his face, wheeling his
way through the doors. He will be missed.

Weldon Fields W4AJT-Turns 100
Congratulations to Weldon Fields who turned 100 years old
recently.
Weldon was awarded North Carolina's
prestigious Order of the Long Leaf Pine by Gov. Bev Perdue
in 2010. This award recognizes individuals who have a record
of extraordinary service to their state.1 Weldon was honored
for his long history in ham radio, particularly the formation
and operation of the Tar Heel Emergency Net, which has
operated continuously for 65 years in numerous emergency
situations, such as hurricanes and other natural disasters. At
age 100, Weldon continues to operate as an Official
Emergency Station with the ARRL, and in conjunction with
N.C. Emergency Management.

FCC Okays Changes to Amateur Radio
Exam Credit, Test Administration,
Emission Type Rules
Excerpt from ARRL
In a wide-ranging Report and Order (R&O) released June 9
that takes various proceedings into consideration, the FCC has
revised the Amateur Service Part 97 rules to grant credit for
written examination elements 3 (General) and 4 (Amateur
Extra) to holders of "expired licenses that required passage of
those elements." The FCC will require former licensees - those
falling outside the 2-year grace period - to pass Element 2
(Technician) in order to be relicensed, however. The
Commission declined to give examination credit to the holder
of an expired Certificate of Successful Completion of
Examination (CSCE) or to extend its validity to the holder's
lifetime.
The Report and Order may be found on the web in PDF
format at,
http://transition.fcc.gov/Daily_Releases/Daily_Business/2014/
db0609/FCC-14-74A1.pdf.
"Our decision to grant credit for written examination Elements
3 and 4 for expired licenses that required passage [of those
elements] will provide some relief for former General,
Advanced, and Amateur Extra class licensees," the FCC said,
"and is consistent with how we treat expired pre-1987
Technician class licensees who want to reenter the Amateur
Service." Pre-1987 Techs can get Element 3 credit, since the
Technician and General class written examinations in that era
were identical. The Commission said current rules and
procedures that apply to expired pre-1987 Technician licenses
"are sufficient to verify that an individual is a former licensee
under our new rules."
The Commission said that requiring applicants holding
expired licenses to pass Element 2 in order to relicense "will
1

FARC member Terry AK4D is also a recipient of The
Order of the Long Leaf Pine, an award that isn’t given
lightly. Congratulations Terry.
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address commenters' concerns about lost proficiency and
knowledge, because a former licensee will have to
demonstrate that he or she has retained knowledge of technical
and regulatory matters." The FCC said the Element 2
requirement also would deter any attempts by someone with
the same name as a former licensee to obtain a ham ticket
without examination.

How We Treat Others
By Don WS4NC
Several things have happened recently that have troubled me.
I am trying hard to find positive things from a negative
situation.

intentional insult, especially when it is repetitive and
perceived as being callous.
But an occasional good deed also has long-lasting
consequences. Tag’s involvement and encouragement when I
was a youngster totally awed by ham radio has led me where I
am today. Thank you Tag. I really appreciate what you did
for me. If there is someone who helped you along in ham
radio make certain you tell them thanks, even if they are
where phones don’t go. Do it now. And by all means pay it
forward. And speaking of Tag . . .

A Visit with my Elmer WA4CXZ
By Don WS4NC

One was in a recent chat with my Elmer, Tag K4TAG (always
WA4CXZ to me). I asked him “What ever become of so-andso?” Let’s call him George – not his name. Tag had helped
George get his license when George was a Boy Scout. George
was about 10 years older than me, but I knew him. Life and
family had taken George away from ham radio but not too
long ago he retired and tried to become active again. George’s
first contact was on an HF net and he had set his mic gain
much, much too high. Another ham was so harsh on George
on-the-air that he turned his radio off and hasn’t turned it back
on since. George really didn’t know what he had done wrong.
But we all have feelings and we were all beginners once. The
way this was handled was hurtful and unnecessary; it was one
person building a sense of superiority from a beginner’s
mistake. Just because we can’t see the person’s face on the
other end doesn’t mean there isn’t a flesh-and-blood person on
the other end. Almost everyone reading these words knows
this; the ones who need this probably couldn’t be bothered
anyway.
A continued pattern of neglectful and sometimes boorish
behavior by a certain group of people led me to become an
unglued, psychotic person recently. It wasn’t the small
(literally!) item involved. It was a continued pattern of
behavior over many years. The seed of resentment was
planted many times. I probably went “postal” – if you can go
“postal” through email anyway. The most bothersome thing is
that I was one person who has tried to put a positive spin on,
and even defend, that neglectful and boorish behavior more
than one time over the years. But that doesn’t excuse my
behavior.
The first time you step on my toes I can say “Excuse me. I
was in your way.” When you do it 10 times without regard to
my feelings you may have pulled my last nerve out through
my fingernails.
How we treat other people defines who we are and is part of
the rent we pay for being here on earth.2 An occasional callous
mean word can have long-lasting consequences that we never
see. Complacency because we have reached a level of
comfort ourselves is not a defense. Sometimes it leads us to
neglect others and neglect can be more harmful than

Went to the
QCWA meeting
with my good
friend
and
Elmer
Tag,
WA4CXZ. As
we pulled back
into
Tag’s
driveway, there
was a turkey
buzzard roosting on Tag’s tower. That annoys Tag to no
end. He went inside to turn the beams to the north,
perhaps to scare him away. The buzzard just walked
along the boom, thankful for the ride. In the picture
below that is a really big bird – he only looks small
because those antennas are so big.
If you ask Tag “how
many countries have
you worked?” – his
answer. “All of ‘em.”
That is true. Many
don’t exist anymore.
I took some photos of
some of Tag’s more
rare QSL cards while I was there. Here are a couple of
the more rare ones. Father Moran 9N1MM (Nine En
One Mickey Mouse) from Nepal was famous as the only
station there. Father Moran died from leukemia in 1992.
I don’t know if there is any one active there now.
Another very rare
item would be
Korea, specifically
North Korea, or as
they prefer, The
Peoples Democratic
Republic of Korea.
There has been no

2

Neither are original thoughts with me. The sources are Maya
Angelou and Mohamed Ali.
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amateur operation in NK for decades. Or then for that
matter. The rule is work ‘em first question ‘em later.
Some interesting reading about this operation on line.
Tag has a massive
collection of QSL
cards.
Many rarer
than these. One day
I’m going to have to
do a day-long photo
shoot. This wouldn’t
be complete without a
photo of Tag at his
station.

July Meeting Program
The July program will be by a young ham from
Charlotte about Ham radio balloons, Arduinos and
projects.
There will be an auction! Bring cash or your
checkbook. The list below and other items will be
auctioned off to the highest bidder. Below is a listing of
equipment (thanks to Terry AK4D for making the list)
that was donated to the club by:

There will be other stuff for auction, some really
good stuff. I don’t have a full list but included will
be
some
handhelds,
both
commercial
(programmable) and amateur, and loads of misc.
stuff. Don’t miss this meeting! Bring cash or
checks. Items have to be paid for before they can
leave.

Amazon Smile Program
Do you buy stuff from Amazon? If you do there is a
way for FARC to earn a little money here. Go to the
Amazon Smile link below and register and select
Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc. Amazon will donate
0.5% of the purchase to FARC. It costs you nothing
more, but it benefits the club. Any thing you order has
to be ordered from the Amazon Smile link – if, after you
register, you forget to order through the smile program it
will usually remind you. Again it costs you nothing
more. Amazon is supporting legal 501c(3) through this
program. Thanks to Raja, KB6MTH for pointing this
out.
www.smile.amazon.com

Diddle-De-Dah-De-Don
By Don WS4NC

Bradford L. Rauschenberg, PhD K4BLR
221 Harmon Court
Winston-Salem, NC 27106
Yaesu Interface FIF-232C, EBAY $200
MFJ-259 SWR Analyzer/LCD Counter, Frequency 1.8-170
MHz, retail $259
Ameritron ICP-120 Inrush Current Protector for 120 VAC,
retail $80
MFJ Model MFJ-969 Deluxe Versa Tuner II, retail $230
Alpha Delta Model Delta-4 Coax Switch Surge Protector
MFJ Hf/144/440 MHz, Model MFJ-864 SWR Wattmeter,
retail $85
Radio Shack 21-807 Pen-Style Digital Multimeter, est value
$30
Radio Shack LCD Digital Multimeter
Simpson PCCEL 1327, Cat No. 2720 0-30 DC Amps, retail
$20
Advanced Receiver Research Preamplifier SP50VDC
Mirage RC-1 Preamp, retail $50
Mirage BD-35 144/440 MHz Amplifier, retail $200
Comet Triplexer CFX-514, retail $80
OPEK Model SWR-2T SWR Meter, retail $13
Dynamic Microphone MH-1 B8, retail $40
Shortwave Propagation Handbook by George Jacobs,
Theodore J. Cohen, Robert Rose
Comet CF-360 Duplexer, Retail $70
Iambic Keyer Paddle with Memory Model MFJ-442 but with
MFJ-564B tag, retail $200
Archerrotor
Box with miscellaneous cables, stuff, etc.
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Long Newsletter this month. Hope you enjoyed it.
Please come out to Field Day. I will be needing some
large coolers for ice. There will be tea (unsweetened by
popular request) and some soft drinks but please bring
some of your own drinks. Dinner starts at 6PM. Planed
menu is Rotisserie Chicken, green beans, potato salad,
salad, peas-and-carrots medley, peaches and bread.
Bring your significant other and an appetite and a
dessert. Based on previous years I’m planning on 60
people.
The Arduino goodies are in (which means the last slowboat came in from China). They will be distributed
shortly. No, we don’t have dates set yet for the Arduino
training. We will probably knock heads and calendars
together during Field Day.

“Space” Filler

Raymond WX5AAA sent this to me. If instead of laughing
you point out its mathematical weakness: a) you think too
much, and b), you have no sense of humor. Which probably
means you completely missed the irony in the title.
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